What the Oncologist Needs to Know about Axillary Web Syndrome
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Case Report

A 60 yr female underwent bilateral skin sparing mastectomy with bilateral sentinel lymph node biopsies. Two months after her surgery, the patient began to notice increasing constant “pain and stiffness” in her shoulders bilaterally and difficulty “reaching overhead”. Upon presentation to her health care team, she was noted to have impaired shoulder range of motion bilaterally related to bilateral thick axillary cords. The symptoms had slowly progressed since surgery and she had found nothing to provide relief. Shortly thereafter she began to notice worsening edema in the bilateral upper extremities and was referred to physical therapy. Over the next month, with several PT sessions weekly, her range of motion improved significantly, but her edema persisted. After several sessions of therapy she began to notice small palpable lumps in the axilla bilaterally and in her right proximal forearm. Ultrasound of the axilla showed multiple small cystic masses correlating with the palpable areas (Figure 1). She also was found to have cystic masses in her right forearm identical to those found in her axilla (Figure 2). These masses were avascular and completely compressible. All these cystic masses presumably represent the same process: Dilated lymphatics and superficial vessels found in the cords.

Discussion

Axillary web syndrome (AWS) may present in the early postoperative period after of sentinel lymph node biopsies. The dilated lymphatics and superficial vessels found in the cords can cause pain, stiffness, and limited range of motion. The cystic masses found on ultrasound are avascular and easily compressible, further supporting the diagnosis of AWS. The patient’s symptoms improved with physical therapy, indicating the importance of early intervention in the management of this condition.

Figure 1: US image of the axillary finding shows a cystic lesion that was completely compressible with manual transducer pressure.

Figure 2: US image of the ipsilateral arm shows similar cystic lesions that were also compressible with transducer pressure.
biopsy or axillary lymph node dissection. Local inflammation from lumpectomy or mastectomy sites may also cause AWS [1-3]. Also known as “cording”, it presents as a single or multiple “cords” of tissue under the skin that become palpable, painful, and may limit range of motion with shoulder abduction [1-4].

It is important that all oncologist become familiar with this condition since patients may present with symptoms or signs of AWS after surgery. The clinical incidence is estimated at approximately 32% of cases, ranging from 20% after sentinel lymph node biopsy and 72% after axillary lymph node dissection [1,5]. Many radiologists may not be familiar with the condition because there are no studies which have shown that medical imaging can demonstrate the origin or presence of the AWS cords. In fact it has been shown that ultrasound reveals no structure or abnormality that can indicate the diagnosis of AWS [6]. However, ultrasound may still play an important role in the care of these patients by excluding other pathology.

This condition is diagnosed clinically with physical exam revealing a web of palpable, cord like structures typically occurring several days to several weeks after surgery although it may present later [1-2,7,8]. In some cases the cords are not palpable, but the patient will endorse symptoms of pain and tightness while raising the arm [9]. The cords usually start at the surgical site in the axilla and may extend down the medial arm to the antecubital fossa and even into the hand. Some cases may present with cording extending down the chest wall into the abdomen wall [2,7,10].

The etiology of AWS is not completely understood. Most experts believe it may be caused by temporary changes in local vascular or lymphatic systems. Several studies of dissected cords have shown thrombosed and dilated lymphatics and superficial veins. For this reason AWS may be considered a variant of Mondor’s disease, which is a superficial thrombophlebitis presenting with a palpable cord on the breast [2,11,12].

AWS can be especially problematic if it happens before or during radiation therapy since the patient is required to lift the arm above the head. AWS usually resolves spontaneously within 3 months and therapy has been shown to be minimally effective [3,7,8]. Patients may perform exercises that gently stretch the cords and improve range of motion. Patients may also be referred to therapist who using different myofascial release techniques. An audible pop may be head if a cord breaks during stretching.
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